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Abstract 
This paper depicts the considered sensor systems which has been made commonsense by the joining of micro electro-mechanical 
frameworks improvement, remote trades and electronic gadgets. In particular, the distinguishing assignments and the potential 
sensor systems applications are investigated, and a survey of parts affecting the plan of sensor structures is given. By then, the 
correspondence essential planning for sensor structures is plot, and the reckonings and customs made for every layer in the 
composed work are investigated. Open examination issues for the certification of sensor structures are correspondingly 
examined. Confinement in remote sensor structure acknowledge vital part in making remote correspondence applications. In this  
paper, RLS confinement estimation figuring is acknowledged with two novel blueprints of focuses in MATLAB. It is observed 
that the RLS estimation giving better MSPE exclusion emerged from the LLS figuring and the precision of position slip is 
lessened as the measure of stay focus focuses increments. The delayed consequence of this work would be valuable for growing 
unfaltering WSN limitation models. 
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1. Introduction 
Localization plays a major role for the wireless sensor nodes for many applications of wireless sensor networks 
(WSNs). Because of the networks of sensor nodes may be deployed in real world environment and determine some 
physical behaviors [1], the sensor node position of may not be decide in advance. Thus, a localization system is 
required in order to provide position information to the sensor nodes. The localization is a very important 
phenomenon for the WSN applications. All of these factors make localization systems a key technology for the 
development and operation of WSNs. Sensor location determination plays major role in WSN to provide location 
information of each senor. The sensor location can be estimated using either Global Positioning Systems (GPS) or 
self-positioning WSN networks. Many location based algorithms are developed by the authors [2-8].The 
measurement techniques are TOA, TDOA, RSS and DOA. Accuracy of TOA technique is high as compared to 
TDOA, RSS and DOA methods [9]. In this paper TOA technique is implemented for unknown node selection using 
anchor nodes with two different sensor placement scenarios. The estimation algorithms can implemented for the 
source node estimation are NLS (nonlinear least squares), ML (Maximum likelihood technique), LLS (Linear Least 
Squares), WLLS (weighted Linear Least Squares), and subspace estimation algorithms [9].In this paper we have 
implemented the RLS (recursive least squares) algorithm technique and compared with the LLS technique with a 
TOA measurement technique and shown that RLS algorithm is the better technique compared to the LLS. 
Nomenclature 
A radius of  
B  position of 
C further nomenclature continues down the page inside the text box 
1.1. RLS algorithm 
There are mainly two approaches for locating an unknown node, namely, nonlinear and linear. Generally speaking, 
the nonlinear methodology [10 – 13] directly employs Equation r = f(x) + n, where r is the measurement vector, x is 
the source position to be determined, f(x) is a known nonlinear function in x, and n is an additive zero - mean noise 
vector, to solve for x by minimizing the least squares (LS) or the weighted least squares (WLS) cost function.By 
using the RLS estimation [14] algorithm we obtain the measurements in a sequential manner and we have to store 
our values with the each and every new measurement, the A matrix has to be updated. More specifically, suppose 
we have an estimate xk after k measurements, and obtain a new measurement bk. Recursive least squares estimator 
will be implemented as follows without solving the equation of LLS.  
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bk = AkT X + qk …….(1)
Xk+1 = Xk + Pk+1 Ak+1 (bk+1 – Ak+1T Xk)… (2)
After some mathematical computations the values of K and P are 
Kk+1 = Pk Ak+1 [Ak+1T Pk Ak+1 + 1]-1…….. (3)
Pk+1 = Pk – Kk+1 Ak+1T Pk………………...(4)
1.2. Recursive Least Squares (RLS) Algorithms (Adaptive Filter Toolkit) 
 Compared with Least squares mean (LMS) algorithms, recursive least squares (RLS) algorithms have faster 
convergence speed and do not present the problem of propagation of eigenvalues. However, RLS algorithms involve 
more complicated mathematical operations and require more computational resources than the LMS algorithms. 
Standard RLS 
The standard RLS algorithm performs the following operations to update the coefficients of an adaptive filter. 
x Calculate the output signal y (n) of the adaptive filter. 
x Calculate the error signal e (n) using the following equation: e (n) = d (n) -y (n). 
x Update the filter coefficients using the following equation: 
x When the vector of filter coefficients and gain vector is defined by the following equation 
K റ (n) = p (n).uറ(n)/ƛ+ uറ ^T(n).p(n).uറ(n) 
x where  λ is the forgetting factor and P (n) is the inverse correlation matrix of the input signal. See the book 
Theory of adaptive filter for more information about the inverse correlation matrix. 
x P (n) has the following initial value P (0):
x
where  δ is the regularization factor. The standard RLS algorithm uses the following equation to
 update this inverse correlation matrix. 
P(n+1)= ƛ^-1 P(n)- ƛ^-1 Kറ(n).uറ^T(n).p(n) 
Use the AFT Create FIR RLS VI to create an adaptive filter with standard RLS algorithm 
1.3. Recursive Least Squares Estimation 
Overview 
• Recursive least squares estimation;
- The exponentially weighted least squares 
- Recursive Solution time 
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- Initialization of the algorithm 
- Recursion for MSE criterion 
• Examples: noise cancellation, channel equalization, echo cancellation
1.4. Recursive Least Squares Filter 
The recursive least squares (RLS) adaptive algorithm is recursively find the filter coefficients that minimize the 
weighted least squares linear cost function relating to the input signals. This is in contrast to other algorithms such as 
the least mean square (LMS) that aim to reduce the mean square error. In the derivation of the RLS input signals are 
considered deterministic, while for the LMS algorithm and the like are considered stochastic. Compared to most of 
its competitors, convergence of exposures of SPI extremely fast. However, this benefit comes at the cost of high 
computational complexity. 
1.5. Implementation 
Recursive least squares estimation algorithm can be implemented from the following steps.  
a) At first we have to give some initial values for the estimator 
x0 = E(x),
P0 = E ((x − x0) (x − x0)T) If we have any prior knowledge then assume p0=0.
b) Then repeat the following two steps 
(i). Get a new measurement for bk from the equation (1) and assume it has zero mean.
(ii). Then the estimation of x and P can be implemented from the equations (3), (2) and (4) respectively.
2. Results and discussion 
2.1. Scenario-1
Consider four receivers with known coordinates of a 2-D geometry at ([0, 0],      [0, 10], [10, 0] and [10, 10]) are 
given to the TOA based measurement technique for the estimation algorithms are LLS and RLS. The target position 
to be located is [2, 3]. The MSPE values are compared for the LLS and RLS algorithms. Fig shows mean square 
position error with respected to SNR values for four anchor nodes. MSE error is varied from approximately 42 dB to 
-40 dB for LLS and RLS techniques. It is evident that MSPE is decreases as SNR increases for these estimation 
algorithms. The RLS estimation algorithm is giving lesser MSPE value compared to the LLS estimation algorithm. 
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2.2. Scenario-2
Consider five receivers with known coordinates of a 2-D geometry at ([0, 0],     [0, 10], [10, 0], [10, 10]) are 
given to the TOA based measurement technique for the estimation algorithms are LLS and RLS. The target position 
to be located is [2, 3]. The MSPE values are compared for the LLS and RLS algorithms. Fig shows mean square 
position error with respected to SNR values for four anchor nodes. MSE error is varied from approximately 42 dB to 
-40 dB for LLS and RLS techniques. It is evident that MSPE is decreases as SNR increases for these estimation 
algorithms. The RLS estimation algorithm is giving lesser MSPE value compared to the LLS estimation algorithm. 
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3. Conclusion
Source localization algorithms such as LLS and RLS algorithms are presented in this paper. Non linear estimations 
is carried out. It is found that RLS algorithm provides better MSPE value as compared to the other MSPE of LLS
algorithm. It is observed that the position estimation error decreases as the SNR value is increases. It is evident that
more number of receivers provides accurate position estimations. Among all estimation algorithms the main
disadvantage of TOA based positioning is proper time synchronization. So In future recursive based estimation 
algorithms namely Kalman filter or particle filter will be implemented.
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